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Bevan Quinn and Brittany Butler of Guilford and Cabot 
(anagram: a folding tuba cord), respectively, knew 
that Oramel and Seneca Howland, who grew up in 
Pomfret, were on John Wesley Powell’s Geographic 
Expedition of 1869, the first thorough cartographic 
and scientific investigation of the Green and Colorado 
rivers, which included a wild ride through the Grand 
Canyon. After more than three months of harrowing 
adventures, they reached what Oramel declared was 
an impassable set of rapids, and he told Powell that 
he wanted to leave the expedition and hike out of the 
canyon on his own. He was joined by Seneca and a 
third man, who took only their rifles and shotgun to 
shoot game. The three were never seen again and 
were thought to have been killed – either by local 
Shivwit Indians who mistook them for prospectors 
who had killed a Shivwit woman, or by Mormon 
outlaws who suspected them of being federal agents. 
Ironically, two days after successfully running what 
became known as Separation Rapids, Powell and his 
remaining crew reached the settlement of St. Thomas 
at the confluence of the Colorado and Virgin rivers. 
Powell, who later became the first director of the U.S. 
Geological Survey, honored the brothers by naming 
Howlands Butte in the Grand Canyon after them.

What ties together “Norwich Forever,” the 251 Club of 
Vermont, the Vermont Historical Society, and these 
couplets: “Deep answers deep along that gloomy 
shore; far out ships hail, then pass and speak no more. 
Only the great lights on the headlands burn; truth, 
right, and peace – toward these the ages yearn.”?

Me, I’m yearning for a gaggle of trivialogists to email 
their responses to dgunn@vlct.org. My answer will 
appear in the mostly awesome March-April issue.

Montpelierites have for years wondered who the Valentine’s Day Phantom could be. Each 
February 13, during the dead of night, the Phantom blankets Montpelier in red paper 
hearts, bringing a cheering décor to the city during its oft dreary midwinter days. In 2020, 
the Phantom enlisted a cadre of equally mysterious helpers to display thousands of hearts 
in municipal settings all across the state. VLCT members sent photos of some of these 
displays to VLCT, and we posted them on our online Love Your Community photo gallery 
(vlct.org/love). We hope this festive tradition continues in 2021 in downtowns, municipal 
properties, and home offices throughout Vermont.  
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